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Abstract
Load forecasting is a central integral process in the planning and operation of electric utilities. Load forecasting has become in recent years one of the major areas of research in electrical engineering. The main problem for the planning is the determination of load demand in the future. Because electrical energy cannot be stored appropriately, correct load forecasting is very essential for the correct investments. Effective forecasting, however, is difficult in view of the complicated effects on load by a variety of factors such as temperature, humidity. In this paper a three-layered feed forward neural network are trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and a radial basis function using matlab programming and matlab tool-box. The Proposed neural network based model is used for forecasting next-week electricity prices. We evaluate the accuracy of the price forecasting attained with the proposed neural network approach, reporting the results from the electricity markets of India.
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Introduction: Power load forecasting is one of the important works of power dispatching department. Improving the technical level of power load forecasting not only can accurately predict the demand of electricity market and convenient to power companies develop reasonable grid construction planning to improve the economic and social benefits of the system, but also be effective to predict the safety of power system operation and provide a reliable basis for the grid operation, maintenance and repair [1]. Various techniques of load forecasting had been reported for past decades. In summary, they can be classified as traditional methods based on mathematical models and soft-computing techniques. Hybrid of the referred methods [2-3] has also been achieving good performances. However, load forecasting is characterized with stochastic and uncertainty, so new techniques have to possess with high-level ability to represent and tackle various uncertainties. Thus Predicting future prices involved matching regional electricity demand to regional electricity supply.

The main problem for the planning is the determination of load demand in the future. Because electrical energy cannot be stored appropriately, correct load forecasting is very essential for the correct investments. Effective forecasting, however, is difficult in view of the complicated effects on load by a variety of factors such as temperature, humidity. Many
short-term load forecasting methods have been developed including regressions methods, similar day approach, exponential smoothing; iterative reweighted least-squares, adaptive load forecasting; stochastic time series, ARMAX models based on genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, neural networks and knowledge-based expert systems. Classical approaches are based on statistical methods. It assumes a stationary load series. The relationship between load demand and factors influencing the load demand however, is non-linear therefore it is difficult to represent this complex non-linearity by conventional methods. Artificial intelligence methods have the ability to give better performance in dealing with the non-linearity. A conventional ANN model sometimes can suffer from a sub optimization problem and over-fitting. These problems produce unsatisfactory forecasting accuracy. Selection of pre-training parameters and Network architecture significantly affects the performance and requires users to have in-depth knowledge of neural network methods.

In this paper a three-layered feed forward Neural Network is trained (1) first by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (2) secondly by radial basis function. The proposed ANN structure has been prepared by using Neural Network Matlab Tool Box. We evaluate the results obtained by both the proposed approach and a comparative study has done. The inputs defined for the model are (1) maximum temperature of i^{th} day T_{\text{max}(i)} , (2) minimum temperature of i^{th} day T_{\text{min}(i)} , (3) average Temperature of i^{th} day T_{\text{ave}(i)} , (4) peak load of the i^{th} day L_{\text{max}(i)} (5) peak load of the previous day L_{\text{max}(i-1)} (6) peak load of seven days ago L_{\text{max}(i-7)} and (7) peak load of the eight days ago L_{\text{max}(i-8)}.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ANN approach, the both the ANN models have been trained and tested on actual load data and weather data for year 2014 to 2015 provided by i) Gwalior Region of Madhya Pradesh Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran Company Ltd. (MMPKVCL) and Indian weather department, Indian Republic for peak load forecasting and ii) from Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company Ltd. (MPPTCL), Jabalpur for forecasting hourly load of M.P region.

The networks designed for one day ahead STFL have different numbers of input nodes, two hidden layers and 24 output nodes. To speed up the learning process adaptive learning rate is used. In the training process day type, the weather variables and load data of the past few days are used as input variables. Once trained, the designed ANN is capable of forecasting the next day peak load for twenty four hours accurately. To ensure the good training, the network was trained using large data set for 360 days and the unseen data of 65 days were used for testing the performance of trained network. Comparative study of different ANN structures has been done for different input parameters. It was observed that the designed ANN was capable of predicting the next day peak load quite accurately and RMS testing error was limited to 2.18 %.

It was observed in the present work that the results obtained by Levenberg-Marquardt method for the same ANN structure are better than results obtained by Radial basis functions. In addition for Radial basis function spread constant had to adjust to obtain better results. When all the parameters described above are taken as input the obtained results have minimum testing error.

An accurate forecast of electricity prices has become a very important tool for producers and consumers. In the short-term, a producer needs to forecast electricity prices to derive its bidding strategy in the pool and to optimally schedule its electric energy resources. In a regulated environment, traditional generation scheduling of energy resources was based on cost minimization, satisfying the electricity demand and all operating constraints. Therefore, the key issue was how to accurately forecast electricity demand. In a deregulated environment, since generation scheduling of energy resources, such as hydro and thermal resources, is now based on profit maximization, it is an accurate price forecasting that embodies crucial information for any decision making. Consumers need short-term price forecasts for the same reasons as producers.
It should be noted that price series exhibit greater complexity than demand series, given specific characteristics existing in price series. In most competitive electricity markets the series of prices presents the following features: high frequency, non constant mean and variance, daily and weekly seasonality, calendar effect on weekend and public holidays, high volatility and high percentage of unusual prices.

Price forecasting has become in recent years an important research area in electrical engineering, and several techniques have been tried out in this task. In general, hard and soft computing techniques could be used to predict electricity prices. The hard computing techniques, where an exact model of the system is built and the solution is found using algorithms that consider the physical phenomena that govern the process, include time series models, auto regressive — AR models and auto regressive integrated moving average — ARIMA models[4,5,6]. This approach can be very accurate, but it requires a lot of information, and the computational cost is very high. More recently, generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic— GARCH models and the Wavelet-ARIMA technique have also been proposed.

The soft computing techniques, namely artificial intelligence techniques, do not model the system; instead, they find an appropriate mapping between the several inputs and the electricity price, usually learned from historical data, thus being computationally more efficient. In particular, neural networks approaches, which have been widely used for load forecasting with successful performance, are now used to predict electricity prices.

Neural networks are simple, but powerful and flexible tools for forecasting, provided that there are enough data for training, an adequate selection of the input–output samples, an appropriate number of hidden units and enough computational resources available[4,5]. Also, neural networks have the well-known advantages of being able to approximate any nonlinear function and being able to solve problems where the input–output relationship is neither well defined nor easily computable, because neural networks are data-driven. Three-layered feed forward neural networks are specially suited for forecasting, implementing nonlinearities using sigmoid functions for the hidden layer and linear functions for the output layer.

This paper proposes a neural network approach to forecast next-week prices in the electricity market of India. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to train a three-layered feed forward neural network. Previously reported approaches to forecast prices in the electricity market of India were mainly based on time series models, namely the ARIMA technique. Neural networks approaches are comparatively easy to implement and show good performance being less time consuming.

2. Neural network approach

Neural networks are highly interconnected simple processing units designed in a way to model how the human brain performs a particular task. Each of those units, also called neurons, forms a weighted sum of its inputs, to which a constant term called bias is added. This sum is then passed through a transfer function: linear, sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent. Fig. 1 shows the internal structure of a neuron.

The soft computing techniques, namely artificial intelligence techniques, do not model the system; instead, they find an appropriate mapping between the several inputs and the electricity price, usually learned from historical data, thus being computationally more efficient. In particular, neural networks approaches, which have been widely used for load forecasting with successful performance, are now used to predict electricity prices.

Multilayer perceptrons are the best known and most widely used kind of neural network. Networks with interconnections that do not form any loops are called feed forward. Recurrent or non-feed forward networks in which there are one or more loops of interconnections are used for some kinds of applications [8,9]. The units are organized in a way that defines the network architecture. In feed forward networks, units are often arranged in layers: an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. The units in each layer may share the same inputs, but are not connected to each other. Typically, the units in the input layer serve only for transferring the input pattern to the rest of the network, without any processing.
The information is processed by the units in the hidden and output layers.

Fig. 1. Internal structure of a neuron.

Fig. 2. Example of a three-layered feedforward neural network model with a single output unit.

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of a generic three-layered feed forward neural network model. The neural network considered is fully connected in the sense that every unit belonging to each layer is connected to every unit belonging to the adjacent layer. In order to find the optimal network architecture, several combinations were evaluated. These combinations included networks with different number of hidden layers, different number of units in each layer and different types of transfer functions. We converged to a configuration consisting of a one hidden layer that uses a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function, defined as:

\[ f(s) = \frac{1 - e^{-s}}{1 - e^{-s}} \]  

(1)

Where \( s \) is the weighted input of the hidden layer, and \( f(s) \) is the output of the hidden layer. The output layer has only one unit with a pure linear transfer function [10,11].

Forecasting with neural networks involves two steps: training and testing. Training of feed forward networks is normally performed in a supervised manner. One assumes that a training set is available, given by the historical data, containing both inputs and the corresponding desired outputs, which is presented to the network. The adequate selection of inputs for neural network training is highly influential to the success of training.

In the learning process a neural network constructs an input–output mapping, adjusting the weights and biases at each iteration based on the minimization of some error measure between the output produced and the desired output. Thus, learning entails an optimization process. The error minimization process is repeated until an acceptable criterion for convergence is reached [12].

The knowledge acquired by the neural network through the learning process is tested by applying new data that it has never seen before, called the testing set. The network should be able to generalize and have an accurate output for this unseen data [13]. It is undesirable to overtrain the neural network, meaning that the network would only work well on the training set, and would not generalize well to new data outside the training set [20]. Overtraining the neural network can seriously deteriorate the forecasting results.

Also, providing the neural network with too much or wrong information can confuse the network and it can settle on weights that are unable to handle variations of larger magnitude in the input data.

\[ \Delta x = - [\Delta^2 V(x)]^{-1} \Delta V(x) \]  

(2)

where \( \Delta^2 V(x) \) is the Hessian matrix and \( \Delta V(x) \) is a gradient vector. Assuming that \( V(x) \) is sum of square errors given by:
\[ V(x) = \sum_{h=1}^{n} e_{h}^2(x) \quad (3) \]

\[ \Delta v(x) = 2 J^T(x)e(x) \quad (4) \]

\[ \Delta v^2(x) = 2 J^T(x)J(x) + 2 S(x) \quad (5) \]

where \( e(x) \) is error vector and \( J(x) \) is jacobian matrix given by:

\[
J(x) = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial e_1(x)}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial e_1(x)}{\partial x_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial e_1(x)}{\partial x_n} \\
\frac{\partial e_2(x)}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial e_2(x)}{\partial x_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial e_2(x)}{\partial x_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial e_N(x)}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial e_N(x)}{\partial x_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial e_N(x)}{\partial x_n}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (6)

and where \( S(x) \) is given by:

\[ V(x) = \sum_{h=1}^{n} e_{h}^2(x) \Delta^2 e_{h}(x) \quad (7) \]

Neglecting the second-order derivatives of the error vector, i.e. assuming that \( S(x) \approx 0 \), the Hessian matrix is given by:

\[ \Delta v^2(x) = 2 J^T(x)J(x) \quad (8) \]

and substituting Eqs. (8) and (4) into Eq. (2) we obtain the Gauss–Newton update, given by:

\[ \Delta x = -[J^T(x)J(x)]^{-1}J^T(x)e(x) \quad (9) \]

The advantage of Gauss–Newton over the standard Newton’s method is that it does not require calculation of second-order derivatives. Nevertheless, the matrix \( J^T(x)J(x) \) may not be invertible. This is overcome with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which consists in finding the update given by:

\[ \Delta x = -[J^T(x)J(x) + \mu I]^{-1}J^T(x)e(x) \]

where parameter \( \mu \) is conveniently modified during the algorithm iterations.

**Data selection and normalization:**

Historical data from market, namely electricity prices and hours are input parameter to train the neural network in this paper. The transfer functions used for the hidden and output layers are, \textit{tansig}, a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function with outputs between \(-1\) and \(1\); \textit{purelin}, a pure linear transfer function. Here data is normalized between 0 and 1 for training and testing purpose.

**Case study:** neural network approach based on Levenberg-Marquardt and radial basis function both, applied on historical data from electricity market. It was observed that the testing error in case of first method is less in comparison of second method.

Training results of different ANN Networks (6-10-24, 6-15-24, 6-30-24, 6-40-24) with learning rate 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training error (RMS value)</th>
<th>Testing error (RMS value)</th>
<th>Average percentage error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0349</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0347</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>0.0320</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from radial basis function neural network approach:
Training error (RMS value) | Testing error (RMS value) | Average percentage error
--- | --- | ---
0.0601 | 0.0475 | 3.50%
0.0603 | 0.0424 | 3.09%
0.0600 | 0.0444 | 3.27%
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